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Approach mA F1 mAP R-1

Baseline (B) 68.5 74.6 6.5 5.7

B + AdamW 68.4 73.4 6.2 5.5

B + EMA 65.2 73.3 5.3 5.0

B + Batch size (BS) 16 67.8 73.4 5.5 5.1
B + BS 32 68.5 73.2 5.7 5.0
B + BS 64 68.5 74.6 6.5 5.7
B + BS 128 67.8 73.2 6.0 5.3

B + BS 64 + Dropout (DO) 0.5 67.4 74.9 7.0 6.7
B + BS 64 + DO 0.6 67.9 76.0 7.3 7.2
B + BS 64 + DO 0.7 68.2 75.7 7.6 7.5
B + BS 64 + DO 0.8 67.3 75.0 7.1 6.7
B + BS 64 + DO 0.9 66.3 73.5 6.8 6.0

B + BS 64 + DO 0.7 + Label smoothing (LS) 0.05 68.4 76.0 8.1 7.6
B + BS 64 + DO 0.7 + LS 0.1 68.5 76.2 8.2 7.7
B + BS 64 + DO 0.7 + LS 0.15 68.7 76.3 8.0 5.2

Table 1. UPAR CV – Ablation Study

A. Further Evaluation

A.1. Training Setup

We train our models using PyTorch 1.11 and CUDA
11.3. We leverage adaptive mixed precision scaling of the
models’ trainable parameters to speed up the training. The
experiments were done on a server with NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 3090 GPUs.

A.2. Additional CV Results

For simplicity, we provide additional results based on
split 0 of the CV evaluation protocol and with ConvNeXt-B
as backbone in Tab. 2. It is observable that applying the
AdamW optimizer directly to the baseline does not lead
to an improvement in contrast to using it in conjunction
with an optimized and regularized model. Besides, com-
puting the EMAs of the model’s parameters deteriorates
all metrics. Due to the limited amount of training data, it
was hardly possible for the training to converge. Further-
more, the results are clearly influenced by the training batch
size. In this case, halving the batch size from 64 to 32 de-
creases, e.g., the F1 score by 1.4 percentage points. Re-
garding dropout, the maximum is reached for a dropout rate
of 0.7 for three of the four metrics. Similar to the batch
size, significant differences occur for small changes in the
dropout rate parameter. In addition, the influence of the loss
smoothing parameter α is shown. The results indicate that
higher values for α are beneficial concerning the metrics of
PAR. I.e., when optimizing the model for attribute recog-
nition, an even larger α might further increase the results.
However, person retrieval suffers. A possible explanation is
that the model gets underconfident about attributes at a cer-
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Table 2. UPAR CV – Ablation Study

tain point. As a result, correct matches may obtain a larger
distance during retrieval and appear in later positions. Due
to a fixed threshold, this is not an issue for PAR.

B. UPAR Attributes

Tab. 3 contains a complete list of the 40 annotated at-
tributes and their 12 categories. All attributes are binary,
i.e., a value of 0 denotes the absence and a value of 1 the
presence of an attribute, respectively. For attributes such as
clothing lengths or gender, the value 0 stands for the op-
posite meaning, i.e., male persons or long clothing. Please
note that we only consider the perceived visual appearance
of people and thus consider gender as binary, even though
persons might be non-binary.

C. UPAR Annotation Process

In this section, we describe in detail the annotation pro-
cess followed by our annotators and the challenges encoun-
tered. In order to deliver the UPAR dataset, supplementary
annotations for PA100k [3] (lowerBodyClothingColor and
upperBodyClothingColor), PETA [1] (lowerBodyClothin-
gLength) and RAPv2 [2] are required. The annotators are
informed that the datasets are composed of camera shots
of people from different perspectives, exposure ratios, and
measures of crowd intensity. Individuals may appear in
multiple shots. The attribute classification is performed for
each frame individually, i.e., when describing the person’s
attributes of the same person in different frames, only the
visible information of the frame to be classified is con-
sidered. Thus, different values of the considered person
attributes can be assigned to the same person in different
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Category Attribute

Age
Young
Adult
Elderly

Gender Female

Hair length
Short
Long
Bald

Upper-body clothing length Short

Upper-body clothing color

Black
Blue
Brown
Green
Grey
Orange
Pink
Purple
Red
White
Yellow
Other

Lower-body clothing length Short

Lower-body clothing color

Black
Blue
Brown
Green
Grey
Orange
Pink
Purple
Red
White
Yellow
Other

Lower-body clothing type Trousers&Shorts
Skirt&Dress

Accessory Backpack Backpack

Accessory Bag Bag

Accessory Glasses Normal
Sun

Accessory Hat Hat
Table 3. Attribute annotations included in the UPAR dataset.

frames depending on the lighting, shadows cast by objects
or people, or the clothing area visible in the frame.

C.1. Annotation of UpperBodyClothingColor and
LowerBodyClothingColor

For each frame, a primary person is selected whose body
area is divided into the two areas up the hips (Upper+body)
and down the hips (Lower-body). The clothing for the
upper-body and lower-body regions is classified by deter-
mining the color class for the UpperBodyClothingColor
and LowerBodyClothingColor attributes, respectively. The
color classes are divided into unique color classes (black,
white, grey, red, blue, yellow, orange, green, purple, pink,
purple), a collection class (other), and a class for missing
assignments (unknown).

Selection of the primary person

Before attribute classification, the primary person of the
frame is determined. If only one person is in the frame,
this person can be uniquely determined as the primary per-
son. However, if there is more than one person in the frame,
the one mapped as centrally as possible and with the least
amount of overlap by objects or other persons is determined
as the primary person. In the case that no primary per-
son can be determined unambiguously, the clothing of both
body areas is classified as unknown.

Selection of the primary color

The primary color of the clothing is the color class whose
share of the represented pixel area corresponds to at least
50%. For example, different shades of blue count together
in the share of the color class blue. Colors that cannot be
unambiguously assigned to the unique color classes are as-
signed to the other collection class. These include metal-
lic colors and the color beige. If the corresponding body
area of the primary person is not represented in the frame
or if the primary person is represented in false colors, e.g.,
grayscale, an assignment to the class unknown is made.

Description of further color classes

If (at least) one other color class exists, whose area share is
at least 10% of the pixel area, this is classified by setting the
flag mixture.

Special cases

If no unique primary color can be assigned to the pri-
mary person, for example, because the clothing is uniformly
striped or the clothing is colorfully dotted, the frame is clas-
sified by the combination other + mixture. Please note that
we do not use the mixture class so far. Infants are not se-
lected as primary persons. Instead, the accompanying per-
son is selected as the primary person despite possible occlu-
sion by the child.
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C.2. Annotation of LowerBodyClothingLength

For each frame, a primary person is selected (analogous
to above) whose body area is divided into the two areas
up the hips (Upper-body) and down the hips (Lower-body).
The clothing in the lower body region is classified by deter-
mining the length class for the LowerBodyClothingLength
attribute. The length classes can be divided into two unique
classes (long, short) and one for missing assignments (un-
known).

Selection of the primary person

Before attribute classification, the primary person of the
frame is determined. If only one person is in the frame, this
person can be uniquely determined as the primary person.
However, if there is more than one person in the frame, the
one that is mapped as centrally as possible and with the least
amount of overlap by objects or other persons is determined
as the primary person. In case no primary person can be de-
termined unambiguously, the clothing of both body parts is
classified as unknown.

Selection of the length class

The lower body clothing is assigned the length class long
if at least the thighs and the knees are clothed. The length
class short is assigned if parts of the thigh or knee area are
not clothed. If the lower-body of the primary person is not
entirely shown on the frame and thus no clear assignment
to the classes, long or short, is possible, the underwear is
assigned to the class unknown.

Special cases

If only the lower-body clothing of one leg is wholly mapped
on the frame, it is assumed that this is representative of the
entire lower clothing.

C.3. Annotation of Age

For each frame, a primary person is selected (analogous
to above). If the person is not clearly underaged (child,
teenager) or clearly an adult or elderly, the attribute is set
to unknown.

C.4. Annotation of the hair length

For each frame, a primary person is selected (analogous
to above). In this case, the annotator should answer the fol-
lowing questions:

1. short: Are this person’s hair shorter than shoulder
length?

2. long: Is this person’s hair at least shoulder length?

3. bald: Is this person (partly) bald?

4. unknown: is it for some reasons not clear? (hat, low-
resolution, etc.)

5. Are multiple of the above true? E.g., a bald patch fits
both bald and short (or even long).

C.5. Annotation of Glasses

For each frame, a primary person is selected (analogous
to above). In this case, the annotator should answer the fol-
lowing questions:

1. glasses: Can you recognize if this person is wearing
glasses?

2. sunglasses: If so, are those sunglasses?

3. unknown: difficult to tell / the person looks away from
the camera

C.6. Shortcuts for fast annotation

The whole annotation process is performed on our anno-
tation tool. In order to improve annotation speed, we design
extra classification shortcuts for this task. First, based on the
available color labels provided by Market-1501-attributes,
PETA, and RAPv2, we analyze the distribution of color oc-
currences and determine the most common colors. Second,
in dialogue with our annotator team, we analyzed the er-
gonomy of different solutions to speed up the annotation
process without inducing mistakes due to misuse of the
software. We found out that image-based annotation does
necessarily require the use of a mouse. If designed cor-
rectly, shortcuts divided on both hands result in more effi-
cient workflows and more comfort for the user. The final
solution results in using the left-hand for changing images
(a - d) and setting the annotation status (r for review, f for
finished). The right hand is used for classification. Given
a Numpad and the use of five fingers, the standard posi-
tions for the fingers are for the right hand: thumb free, four,
eight, six, enter. We, therefore, associate the most used
colors with the most used keys. As shown in Fig. 1, we
associate color codes with the color annotation of upper-
BodyColor and lowerBodyColor. The upperBodyColor is
annotated with the first code, and the lowerBodyColor is
annotated with the second code. For instance, the sequence
5 and 88 result in annotating upperBodyColor-white and
lowerBodyColor-black. The color matrix Fig. 1 is printed
and learned from each annotator. After a few hours, this
method results in the annotation of around 12-20 frames
per minute (for both upperBodyColor and lowerBodyColor)
when annotating an image for the first time. Around 6-12
frames are validated per minute.
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Figure 1. Annotation Shortcuts – Shortcuts keys designed to
improve annotation speed. Given a numpad and the use of five
fingers, we associate the most often used keys with the most com-
mon colors. Standart position for the finger are for the right hand:
thumb free, four, eight, six, enter. The upperBodyColor is anno-
tated with the first code, the lowerBodyColor is annotated with the
second code. For instance, the sequence 5 and 88 result in anno-
tating upperBodyColor-white and lowerBodyColor-black.

C.7. Validation process

A team of annotators performs the validation process.
Two types of errors can occur during the classification pro-
cess:

1. Operator errors When classifying thousands of
frames, some frames will inevitably cause the classi-
fication software to operate incorrectly, for example,
by double-assigning a primary color class.

2. Perceptual inconsistency Color perception depends
on other factors besides image information. These in-
clude external factors such as room lighting or mon-
itor settings and factors internal to the person, such
as the perception of contrast information or an unde-
tected color vision deficiency. As a result, annotators
sometimes assign the same frame to different color
classes. Thus, the randomization of the frame order
and the resulting division of a frame series into dif-
ferent sequences results in inconsistent classifications,
especially for frames with colors that lie at the bound-
ary between multiple color classes.

To maintain consistency, each frame sequence is checked
following the classification process according to the dual
control principle by an annotator (validator) who has not
previously classified the frame sequence. In this pro-
cess, operating errors are detected and corrected directly
by the validator. To resolve the perceptual inconsistency, a
database of inconsistent frames was created. There, through
the participation of all team members, a unique and consis-
tent classification was determined for each corresponding
frame. Furthermore, by regularly updating and viewing the
database, it was possible to ensure that all annotators consis-
tently classified the individual frames of the different frame
series.

The annotators’ tasks thus include classifying the frame
sequences assigned to them and checking each other in the
validation process while constantly cooperating to maintain
classification consistency.

C.8. Final step

We construct the final dataset by merging the sub-
datasets with our annotations. We extract the labels for the
UPAR attributes for each dataset from either the original
annotations or our annotations. Some colors are not anno-
tated for all datasets. For instance, the Market-1501 dataset
has fewer colors compared to RAPv2. To handle this, we
set the corresponding attribute labels to not present for the
whole dataset since other colors are assigned to the images.
Furthermore, please note that we discard images that were
labeled as unknown since relevant attributes might not be
visible in the images. Mainly the PA100k dataset contains
many images with, e.g., heavily occluded persons or only
partly visible persons.
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